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ABSTRACT
Tim. paper infrodyc^s forthcoming public^lipns on iau^^l surveys in t&e |<tew Engird

region cff>rew1S6tilh Wales. It provides a short desci1i>ti6fl of the general fearutef of theNSW
England region, and briefly summarizes the more comprehensive account provided by Lea et
at. (1977), which should be consulted for maps and more detailed commemary. tn future
numbers of this series of fauna! surv eys, specific maps of the distribution of environmental
fe£|tures believed to be important in t^ie biogeo^pby of specific animal groups wUl be
preseiited aifZI diseusked In- detail a^s ^.pproprifttef However, future numbers -w  ̂not
recapitulate the genecal topics discussed ^eTei ^sind the present paper and the Atlas of NeW
England (Lea et ai. i977>are expeaedtoime asatjasfc tmckground of the more specific
fauna! surveys to f oUow^,

INTRODUCTION
Since  1966  various  steff  students  -df  ^le-

University  of  New  England  have  been
participating  in  a  fauna!  survey  of  the  New
England  region.  The  original  concept  of  the
boundaries  of  the  region  of  study  was  the
Commonwealth Electorate of New England of
1975', an4 stiU represents the heart of th  ̂§tudy
area, TOWeVef, lateir Collecting was dsd eawied
out in adjacent areas outside the boundary and
the study area has been widened for certain
animal groups. The collecting area falls within
latitudes  28°50'S  and  3r40'S  and  longitudes
,iSO**Band 152*40'E, and is marked ft4t&il the
map of New South Wales in Fig. 1 . Grid cells of
'quarter-ceir  size  (5'  x  5*)  of  the  'Australian
Biogeographical  Integrated  Grid  System'
(ABIGS) will be used as units for the recording of
presence/absence  for  taxa  from  all  animal
groups. The ABIGS system, is outlined in Brook
(r977).

1 . Note that this is a narrower concept of New England
than ihai of Lea er a! . (1977), who included, in
addition to the New England Electoral District, that
of Gwydir and parts of Conner, I^^nc and Patterson
as well.

The New England region represents a climatic
and  geographic  crossroads,  with  a  fauna
containing elements with links to almost all of the
major  zoogeographic  regions  of  Australia  —
tropica],  southern  temperate,  and  semi-arid
species, togethiaf with some high altitude formis.

Fig I . Map of New South Wales showing thfrlofiation
of the New England regioRr
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This diversity maices the area ot gf^m int^^^t
jMologically. The wide ratQg^dr«0t|dhlobssfaotl]d
result in complex distribution patterns which, on
comparison with environmental variableji, can
provide a good undersranding of Jhe limiting
iaciors operating both at present and in the past.
Distributional  mapping  a&d  envlronmeAtal
t:orrffldiitui ar  ̂intpoitailt prerequisites for more
detdled^tiidi  ̂^tfilie ecology and physiology of
Individual species or groups of species.

Also, the long history of fanning in ihe New
England region provides another dimension. The
deadly of l^d» t^e ^ras^ing of sheep and cattle,
and  the  etoviiiii  x^  various  crops  have  o$^^
extensive  habitat  :hanecs  in  some  areas.
Distributional  mapping  in  conjunction  with
demarcation of farming types and intensities may
elucidate any efiects which agricultural practices
have on fauna and vft^fld provide ft backgityund
for^^roiu^vatioD  measurtSr

Olb^Hn  ̂fdv papers It thl& merles wiU de4 with
ttie Tirst. group* siudjed (e-g- gaseropods, frogs,
lizards, tortoises, snakes, birds and Odonata).
CollectionN of millipedes, centipedes  ̂scorpions
and pseudoscorpions have beea assemttfed

3f

fio. 2. Collecting grid acroi(sr«Ri4ita 6nfenir^tfin4^
v^fiaOpitd,^  $M  d«5,  AS  A&fb^.  A
AnMhfftfeii  B  ^  BanK  £^  Ebor,  jG*^  ^^

T  =  tenKriiekl,  W  *  TValcte

haye  ^her  been  sp^alists  for  preliminary
^r  ^  t^inif  distribution  to  sotne-oae

expressing an interest. We are beginning lo collect
additional groups now. Any qualified persorts
wishing to panicipaie in the suivev by studying
particular taxa should contact one of the authors,.
Available specimens cart be supplied and/or ftn
effort made to collect them in the future.

Originally the preseni introductory paper was
envisaged to be a large one with a number of
lopographic, climatic, geologic, soil and land use
maps together with an extensive commenlary.
However*  die  "nf^^l^  *M  Atlas  ^  r^ew
en[g]aitd'9dit6d b^Lea'stff ̂(I977)}ia3-presenied
many of Ihe relevant dWd'iH more detail than wc
could hope to, and the present paper is a brief
summary  of  the  aspects  of  Imponancc  to
zoogeography. An older compilation of essays

.(W^ei"  i^i^)  also  inchides  material  on  the
tt^^'i  geology.,  sx^^n&smion,  and  ihpir
Meittcttaffs. A regionad WBliography is preserrwd
by  Greenwood  (1976).  Maps  presented  fiere
include adnptatimis from those in Lea et ■fl?
(1977) and oii;jiii;il fuup.s of ecirain features not
covered in the Atl^s of iNew England. In ciU caseSi
the maps have the omifcfrof thfe ^ollfeethfe W
(Fi]g. 2) superimposed on them. The Atlas of New
"England and its included references should be
con ^u 1 1 ed for more detailed in form at iou . A
comprehensive study of a small part of the ^rea*
Dumaresq  Shire,  has  been*  gri^lB^t^  by
WopJcningten (1905),

DRAINAGE
The Qtf^l Dividif  ̂l^ari|g)^jMprates> the tievi

England  SirtA  Mb  'two  nitior'  dcamaids,  the
eastern and the western. In mo.tt places (he divide
is not conspicuous and often occilr? along rather
genrK sloping land below [he level of ddjacenL
ridges (Walker 1977). It enters a region just north
of Walcha and passes northward through tlie
centre of the district nnti} about Glen Jnnes wb^e
it veers sightly norrheaMward leaving the dhtriel
near its northeastern corner. All ol the western
streams eventually lead into the Murray-Dai ling
system.

The northwestern section (s drained by (a) the
Beardy and Mole Rivers which Join to fornV fb)^
DUitt^sq River leaving the region at the extreme
tlOrth'western corner, and (b) the Severn River in
tJlieBDrthwest corner near il.s junction with the
final major nvcx of the northwestern section, Uie
McpUyte River. The central part of the west is
drained prindpatly by the Cwydix Rivcc, wbi<A
exits viftCQpeton D»ni F£naUy. the^«mthernt»m
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of  the  western  drainage  is  drained  by  the
MacDonald and Peel Rivers which unite slightly
downstream of Keepit Dam where they leave the
area as the Namoi River.

The area of  the eastern drainage included
within the study region is only about one third as
large as that of the western one (Fig. 3). Drainage
within the extreme northeast is largely by the
Timbara River and its tributaries, in the central
part  of  the  Henry,  Sara,  Oben and Aberfoyle
Rivers, all of which drain into the Guy Fawkes
River  outside  the  region.  All  of  these  rivers
eventually drain into the Clarence River. Further
south, the Gara, WoIIomombi and Styx Rivers
eventually,  in  conjunction  with  a  number  of
extrahmital rivers, go to make up the Apsley-

—  1

1  1
^'  1  r--

Fig. 3. Drainage Basins of the New England region. 1
= Mole, Beardy Rivers; 2 = Cataract, Timbarra,
Mann, Henry, Sara Rivers — Clarence River; 3 =
Bellingen River; 4 = Apsley, Macleay Rivers; 5 =
Myall, Nowendoc Rivers — Manning River; 6 =
Pages River; 7 = Peel River; 8 = Namoi, Mooki
Rivers;  9 = Manilla,  Macdonald Rivers;  10 =
Copeton Dam catchment; 11 = Severn, Mclntyre
Rivers.

Macleay system. At the extreme southeastern
section of the region, the rivers form part of the
Manning River system.

TOPOGRAPHY
Fig. 4 shows demarcations of altitude for the

New  England  region.  The  area  is  largely  an
elevated tableland, the New England Plateau,
bordered  on  the  east  by  a  precipitous  scarp
dropping to incised river gorges and the coastal
plains, and more gradually descending on the
west via the western slopes toward the western
plains. Much of the tableland and its slopes are
hilly or gently rolling although more contrasting
relief is provided in places by the Great Dividing
Range (New England Range) running north to
northeast through the eastern part of the area, the
Nandewar Range running northwest from the
southeast part of the district, and the Moonbi
Range  south  of  and  roughly  parallel  to  the
Nandewar  Range.  A  variety  of  other  less
extensive ranges or individual mountains occur at

Fig. 4, Altitude — adapted from Walker (1977). (The
collecting area is superimposed, inside the broken
lines).
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various places along the plateau (see map in Lea
et al. 1977, volume 2, p. 1). Some of the eastern
rivers are associated with steep-walled, deeply
carved gorges, sometimes as much as 800 metres
deep (Walker 1977).

Most of the area is characterised as having
gentle to moderate slopes except the area of the
ranges to which previous reference was made;
these have steep slopes. Little of the study area
can be generally classified as 'almost level* or
*flat' (Swan 1977).

Most of the plateau (the eastern part of the
area) lies between 1000 and 1300 metres elevation,
with the ranges or isolated mountains going up to
more than I5(X) metres. The western slopes are
chiefly 600 to 1000 metres elevation with a few
areas even lower, such as the northwestern corner
and the Liverpool Plains along the southwestern
edge. No part of the region is lower than 200
metres elevation.

CLIMATE
New England is a transition zone between the

predominantly summer rainfall of the north and
the predominantly winter rainfall of southern
Australia.  However,  most  rain  falls  in  the
summer under the influence of the moist summer
easterlies, distant tropical cyclones, occasional
low pressure areas moving down from the north
and  thunder  storms;  there  is  frequently  a
secondary, smaller winter peak associated with
cold fronts from the south (Hobbs and Jackson
1977).

In general, the amount and duration of rainfall
and mean annual number of days with rain are
highest in the east decreasing toward the west
owing to the joint effect of decreasing elevation
and increasing distance from the sea. However,
local topography and other variables have their
effect  and  superimpose  a  somewhat  more
complex pattern of local variation (for maps see
Lea et al. 1977, volume 2, pages 1 1 and 12).

Fig. 5 presents a summary map of mean annual
rainfall  for  the  area.  However,  there  is
considerable year to year variation and mean
annual values are not necessarily indicative of
rainfall for any particular year.

Evaporation, partly dependent on temperature,
increases from a southeast to northwest direction.
Thus not only is rainfall least in the northwestern
part  but  evaporation  is  greatest  there.
Consequently the general moisture conditions are
most favourable in the southeast and become
progressively  less  favourable  toward  the

Fig. 5. Mean annual rainfall isohyeis across the
collecting area. (Compiled from many sources — see
Reference Appendix I).

northwest (for maps see Lea et al. 1977, volume 2,
page 12).

Temperature also shows regional variation
within the area. Solar radiation in sunshine hours
increases  from  southeast  to  northwest  and
consequently there is a general tendency for
temperature to increase in the same direction
(Hobbs and Jackson 1977). Fig. 6 shows some
thermocHne patterns across the region. (Further
maps of temperature and sunshine are presented
in  Lea  et  al.  1977,  vol.  2,  p.  13).  However,
elevation, wind, type of air mass and a variety of
other factors result in much local variation. The
most extreme source of variation is seasonal. By
Australian standards the New England region is
cold in winter with a median frost period for the
region as a whole exceeding 100 days per year
(Hobbs  and  Jackson  1  977)  and  mean  daily
minimum temperatures ranging from 0°-4°C
during  July  to  12°-20°C  during  January.  The
lowest temperatures are centred over the higher
altitudes along the north-south axis of the Great
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Fig. 6. Thermoclines across the New England region: (a)
Mean daily maximum, January; (b) Mean daily
maximum, July; (c) Mean daily minimum, January;
(d) Mean daily minimum, July. (The collecting area is
superimposed.)

Dividing Range in the east central part of the
district, with milder ones radiating out from that
area. Mean daily maximum temperatures for the
area ranged from 12°-18°C in July to 28°-32°C
in January. Again the colder areas are over the
central part of the Great Dividing Range with
hotter conditions peripherally from there. Thus
the coolest, east central localities range from
minima of  about  0°C in  winter  to  maxima of
28°C in summer and the warmer parts of the
region from winter minima of 4°C to summer
maxima of 32°C.

VEGETATION
Rain forest and wet sclerophyll forest occur

only in the more humid eastern margins of the
area.  Even  there,  they  do  not  form  large
continuous zones but occur rather as isolated
areas interspersed with a more extensive open
forest, dry sclerophyll. These forest types make
up the major vegetation cover along the narrow
eastern margin of the New England area but
toward the west, except for scattered localities of

rather extensive dry sclerophyll, rapidly give way
to a preponderance of either woodland (especially
in the higher elevations and on the steeper slopes)
or  unforested  habitat.  Open  scrub  is  rare,
occurring only in a small area in the southwestern
region (Smith and Turvey 1977; for map see Lea
et al , 1977, volume 2, page 32).

The vegetation has been highly modified by
man's  activities  especially  in  the  areas  of
woodland and grassland areas which have been
extensively  subjected  to  grazing  and  the
cultivation  of  crops  (Fig.  7).  There  were
grasslands  in  the  area  before  the  advent  of
European Man but these have been extended at
the expense of woodland and forest. Wooded
areas have also given way to cultivation, except
for the still predominantly forested eastern fringe
(Thorpe 1977, Smith and Turvey 1977; for map
see Lea et al, 1977, volume 2, page 30). In recent
decades many eucalypt trees which survived
clearance  for  agricultural  purposes  have
succumbed to the syndrome of New England
dieback (Heatwole and Lowman in press).

Fig. 7. Land use — adapted from Thorpe (1977). (The
collecting area is superimposed, inside the broken
lines).
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GEOLOGY
The geology of the New England area has been

described by Harrington (1977) — Fig. 8. There
are late Mesozoic and Tertiary basalts with a
north-south orientation running through the
central part of the region but veering off to the
west in the northern part of the district. On both
sides  of  them and to  the  north  of  them,  are
extensive  areas  of  granites  and  Paleozoic
volcanics  with  'granite'  affinities.  These
collectively occupy the greater part of the New
England  region.  The  final  major  category  of
rocks is the Paleozoic basement of greywackes,
cherts, volcanics and sandstones occupying the
major portion of the southwestern and southern
sections of the area but also well represented
along the eastern and northern parts as well.

There are also small areas of serpentine and
Tertiary  and  Quaternary  alluvium  in  the
southwest, and patches of Mesozoic sediments
and volcanics in the southeast and northwest. The

Fig. 8. Geology — adapted from Harrington (1977).
(The collecting area is superimposed, inside the
broken lines.)

geological history of New England is discussed by
Warner (1971), and of the Eastern Highlands of
which the region is a part by Oilier (1978).

SOILS
The soils of the New England region form a

complex pattern and only a general survey of the
broadest  categories  can  be  presented  here.
McGarity  (  1  977)  provides  a  more  detailed
summary and a general map is presented in
Volume  2,  page  9  by  Lea  et  ai  (1977).  In  the
centre of the region is a north-south oriented
region of Chocolate-Prairie soil, bounded on the
north and southwest by one of the major soil
associations  in  the  area,  the  Yellow  Solodic-
Yellow Podzolic soils, occupying large areas in
the north and in the centre of the region, giving
way to the Yellow PodzoHc Association towards
the southeast. Another major category is the
Yellow Podzolic-GIey Podzolic characteristically
oriented in two large north-south bands, one to
the east of Chocolate-Prairie soil and the other to
the west of the central area of Yellow Podzolic-
Gley PodzoHc soil; there are also extensive areas
of  Yellow  PodzoHc-Gley  Podzolic  soils  in  the
northeastern part of the region. In the extreme
southwest is a large area of Red-Brown Earths
intermingled with and bordered on the north,
northeast and south by Non-calcic Brown soils.
The  extreme  eastern  edge  of  the  region  is
characterised by a Red Podzolic soil. There are
Black Earth-Euchrozem soils toward the north
and northwest, and less extensive areas toward
the southeast. Finally, there are small areas of
Black Earth Prairie soils scattered among the
various other types, especially in the central,
northwestern and southwestern areas, and a small
pocket  of  Krasnozem-Chocolate  soils  in  the
extreme  south.  Skeletal  soils  are  scattered
throughout much of the area.
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Sources  used  in  Constructing  Mean  Annual
Rainfall Isohyets Over the New England Region
Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology, Department of

the Interior. (1931-1960). Average Annual Rainfall
map of N.S.W.

Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology, Department of
the Interior, Canberra (1972). Climatic Survey
Namoi, Region 12, N.S.W.

Commonwealth Bureau of Meteorology, Melbourne
(1969). Climatic Averages Australia: Temperature,
Relative Humidity, Rainfall.

Forest Service N.S.W. Rainfall records from a number
of forestry offices for time periods varying from
nine to sixty-five years.

Soil Conservation Service of N.S.W. (1972). Inverell
District, Technical Manual.
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